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Does Your Coin Work in the Jungles or
Slums (Favelas) of Brazil
One of the arguments for the bene t of cryptocurrencies is that they
can help many people that are currently outside of the banking system.
The idea that everybody is their own bank has some merit with
cryptocurrency. However, can you really use it for paying for services,
getting cash, or running a business?

Use SmartCash in the Jungles
with SmartPay
Daily usage is one of the primary goals of SmartCash and it really does
work, and with more than just pictures of “accepted here” stickers on
di erent storefronts. SmartCash is a cryptocurrency that can reach
customers where others can’t. It can be used even in the Amazon
Jungle. Have you imagined that would ever be the case with
cryptocurrency, which itself is less than 9 years? Yes, it is, and with
SmartCash it has already been accomplished in just over a year since
the start. Check our video to see how a oating restaurant in the
Amazonian river uses SmartCash to do this. They actually used
SmartCash to pay the bill in the restaurant and the transportation to
and from the scenic location within the jungle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWN6JNa1mtg

Live on SmartCash in Brazil with the
SmartBand
Another great example is the SmartCash partnership of StratumCoinBr
(Stratum.hk) you can buy SmartCash and load your SmartBand at any
regular store using their existing system. The SmartBand is available to
purchase from WearAtar, and works at 85% of retailers in Brazil
already!

With the SmartBand you are free to spend everywhere in Brazil using
SmartCash. Brazil is a rapidly growing economy that is taking a more
welcoming stance towards crypto, and SmartCash is well known there.
You may ask… is SmartBand still only in Brazil? Yes, unfortunately it is
only available there yet, but if you are a foreigner you can always get a
Brazilian CPF and live in Brazil too! So you can come here and live with
SmartCash already.

Using SmartCash in the Favelas
With SmartCash you can actually pay all kinds of bills with it as well,
like: Electricity, water, gas, and all kind of bills you need to survive.
This brings us to the question, “what about favelas?”.
A large number of people in Brazil live in favelas and most of them are
not approved to have a bank account, so we actually gave to them one
opportunity to live without it using SmartCash. About a quarter of the
people in the world live in slums like favelas.
They can actually withdraw local currency by being paid from someone
with SmartCash and they don’t even need to have experience with
cryptocurrency. This is because SmartCash has used a popular service
called “Casas Lotéricas”, which are an alternative for banks already.

Using Kamoney to Pay Employees with
SmartCash
Let’s look at the last part of the SmartCash economy, and that’s paying
employees. Not only is SmartCash helpful for everyday purchases but
for employers to use for employee salaries as well. They don’t need to
be worried about going to the bank to withdraw themselves some at
cash to pay their employees.
Instead of using a bank, employers can can go to Kamoney.com.br and
load the HugPay app of the employee with SmartCash and this person
can go to 14.000 agencies of “Casas Lotéricas” to withdraw it. See how
simple it is? Check the video, “Withdrawal of SmartCash in Favelas“.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5nBG0EbvKs

Still don’t believe in it? SmartCash Outreach Hive Two challenges you
to come here and check with your own eyes in Brazil how SmartBand
and Kamoney work for SmartCash to be used for everyday purchases
and payments. We’ll even buy you lunch with SmartCash and share
your story on our social media channels.

About SmartCash Outreach Hive Two
This team is focused on promoting SmartCash in Latin America and
growing our user base and number of business accepting SmartCash in
countries such as Brazil, as well as Portuguese speaking countries such
as Portugal.
Follow the team on:
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/smartcashoutreach2/
Minds: https://www.minds.com/smartcashoutreach2
Gab.ai: https://gab.ai/smartoutreach2
You can follow all the SmartCash team social media accounts here.
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